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Introduction
Hi there, and welcome to your journey into plant  

parenthood! I wanted to leave a quick note to let you 

all know that you are right where you are supposed to 

be in your walk through the jungle. Not everyone is 

born with a green thumb, and if we are being honest, 

even the avid houseplant lover has lost a plant or two. 

We are all learning as we grow, and that is part of the 

magic of being a plant parent! This guide is meant to 

serve as a quick reference for anyone who has a love 

for plants. I wrote it with the knowledge I have gained 

being a plant parent myself. I don’t have a special 

degree, I have learned everything I know from books, 

blogs, videos, and most importantly, from my fellow 

plant lovers! I hope you enjoy.

Happy planting,

Mrs. Fancy Plants 
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Plant Selection
Having been a new plant parent myself not 

too long ago, I know how overwhelming – and 

expensive plant shopping can be. There are so 

many different plants and we want to bring 

them all home with us! While it is exciting to 

expand your plant collection, the better 

approach is to assess your space first. How 

much direct sunlight do you have? Some 

plants are toxic, do you have pets or small 

children? Do you have the time (and 

motivation) to maintain a regular watering 

schedule? So many questions surround new 

plant parenthood, so it is best to start off 

slowly, and build your collection of plants as 

you learn and grow (pun intended!)
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Plant Placement
Yay! You brought home a new plant baby! Now, it’s time to 

find the perfect spot for it! Most plants will thrive in bright, 

indirect sunlight. East and west facing windows are great for a 

variety of houseplants. Take care not to place your new plant 

near a vent where it could get too hot or too cold. A good rule 

of thumb is, if you’re comfortable with the temperature, your 

plants will be too. So, if you are feeling extra cold chances are 

so are your plants! Also, be mindful of where you place your 

plants if you have pets. Some plants are toxic to pets and 

babies and need to be kept in a place where they can’t be 

reached.
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Adjustment Period
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One of the first issues a plant 
parent deals with is the plant 
adjusting to its new environment. 
Often times, plants will drop
leaves and droop in the first few
days of being home; this is 
normal. Remember, these plants 
have been in the care of a 
commercial nursery where they 
were given ideal light, humidity, 
and moisture conditions. Give 
your new plant a week or so to 
adjust, and it will be back to its 
perky self! Another important tip 
is to leave your new plants in the 
nursery pot for at least two weeks 
before repotting. Switching pots 
too soon can shock the plant and 
stunt growth.
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Just the Right 
Light
Light intensity is perhaps the most important piece of plant 

parenting. For plants to grow and live, they need adequate 

lighting. When finding the right light for your plant, look at the 

view it will get from its perch. Can you see the sky? Will your 

plant be able to see the sky? If you sit too close to the window 

will your skin get hot? If plants are too close to reflective 

windows or sunlight, the leaves can scorch and die off. Tropical 

plants do well closer to windows, so make sure to have a sheer 

covering to protect the leaves from sun damage. Most plants 

do well in bright, indirect light. If you have smaller windows, 

simply move your plants closer to the windows so they get 

more light. Some plants, such as the snake plant (sansevieria) 

and pothos (epipremnum aureum) will do well in lower light 

environments. 
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Be a Pot Head
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We all love a cute new pot for 
our plant babies! One of the fun 
things about being a plant 
parent is the ability to choose 
your aesthetic through pottery. It 
is best to wait at least two weeks 
to repot your plant so it can 
adjust to its new environment. 
Some plants like to be root 
bound and can stay in the same 
pot for a long time. Other plants 
need bigger pots as their toots 
grow. Keep an eye on the 
bottom of your plant’s pot; can 
you see roots peeking out? If so, 
it is probably time for a bigger 
pot. Typically, it is good to
transfer the plant to a pot that is 
no more than two inches larger 
than the current pot; this will 
give the plant room to grow but 
will be snug enough that the 
roots won’t be reaching for water 
in the soil. 
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Wet Your Plants
A common question for new plant parents is “how much should I water my 

plants”? My personal answer is, let your plants decide! I keep all my plants 

in plastic drainage saucers and bottom water them. This allows the plants 

to decide how much they want to drink, and it lets me monitor how much 

more (or less) water they might need. A good way to tell if your plant 

needs a drink is to feel the soil. If the top inch of soil is dry, it’s probably 

time for a drink. Another good way to tell if your plant is thirsty is to feel 

the weight of the pot. If it feels light, that’s a good sign that your plant 

needs some quality H2O! During the Spring and Summer months, most 

plants will need to be watered about once per week depending on how 

much light they get. In the winter months, when the plants go dormant, 

you can decrease your watering to about once every two weeks. When 

plants go dormant, they don’t absorb as much water, so overwatering in 

the winter months can cause root rot.
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